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(57) ABSTRACT 

A circular polarizer comprising a single linear polarizer pro
ducing a linear state of polarization and at least one phase 
retardation film layered with the single linear polarizer. In a 
first embodiment, the at least one phase retardation film 
includes at least one uniaxial A-plate phase retardation film 
and at least one uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film. In a 
second embodiment of the invention, the circular polarizer 
includes a linear polarizer and at least one biaxial phase 
retardation film layered with the linear polarizer. In another 
example of the circular polarize of the second embodiment, at 
least one uniaxial A-plate phase retardation film and/or at 
least one uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film is also layer 
with the linear polarize and the biaxial phase retardation film. 

2 Claims, 11 Drawing Sheets 
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WIDE-ACCEPTANCE-ANGLE CIRCULAR 
POLARIZERS 

This application is a divisional application of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 11/167,857 filed on Jun. 27, 2005 now 
abandoned. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to circular polarizers, and more spe
cifically, to the structure of circular polarizer with combina
tions of multi-layer phase retardation films to provide left
hand or right-hand circularly polarized light at wide-range of 
incident angle and at all azimuth of incident plane for a single 
wavelength or broadband light source for applications includ
ing liquid crystal displays, fiber optics, and optical remote 
sensors. 

BACKGROUND AND PRIOR ART 

Circular polarizers are an important optical component in 
many applications, such as fiber optics, imaging lenses, and 
liquid crystal displays, especially in the applications when the 
state of polarization is desired to be independent of the azi
muthal angle of the incident light, or to be independent of the 
azimuthal angle of the slow axis of anisotropic media. Circu

2 
angles, the phase change is varied with both incident angle 
and the azimuth of incident plane, which results in elliptically 
polarized light instead of the desired circularly polarized 
light. 

FIG. 1 shows the structure of a conventional right-hand 
circular polarizer comprising one linear polarizer and one 
quarter-wave plate. Along the propagation direction of the 
incident light, the structure comprises one linear polarizer 
101, and one quarter-wave phase retardation film 102. As 

10 shown in FIG. 2, at 85° incident angle and 45° azimuth of 
incident plane, the S3 of the state of polarization emerging 
from such a conventional circular polarizer is -0.829. How
ever, the S3 of the desired right-hand circular state of polar-

15 ization is -1. Therefore, the difference between the S3 of the 
desired circular state of polarization and the S3 of the state of 
polarization emerging from the conventional circular polar
izer is 0.171 at 85° incident angle and at 45° azimuth of the 
incident plane. As a result, the optical performance for those 

20 applications having a wide range of incident angles is greatly 
deteriorated. For example, in a liquid crystal display, the 
non-ideal circular state of polarization emerging from con
ventional circular polarizer reduces the contrast ratio of the 
LCD at wide incident angles. Therefore, a need exists for a 

25 wide-acceptance-angle circular polarize for use in these 
applications. 

lar polarizer can be used in the studies of the properties of thin 
films, as described in to U.S. Pat. No. 6,219,139 issued to 
Lesniak on Apr. 17, 2001. Circular polarizers are also used in 
Liquid crystal displays (LCDs ), as described in U.S. Pat. No. 30 

6,549,335 Bl issued to Trapani et al. on Apr. 15, 2003, U.S. 
Pat. No. 6,583,833 Bl issued to Kashima on Jun. 24, 2003, 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,796,454 issued to Ma on Aug. 18, 1998, and 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,628,369 B2 issued to Kamagal on September, 
2003. 35 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A primary objective of this invention is to provide a new 
method, system, apparatus and device for a circular polarizer 
capable of inducing left-hand or right-hand circularly polar
ized light over wide ranges of incident angle and over all 
azimuths of incident plane. 

A secondary objective ofthis invention is to provide a new 
method, system, apparatus and device for a wide-acceptance
angle circular polarizer that inducing left-hand or right-hand 
circularly polarized light either on the output surface of the 
circular polarizer or inside arbitrary media including air. 

Circularly polarized light is a polarized plane light with 
equal magnitude in its orthogonal components and the phase 
difference between the orthogonal components is ±rri2. Cir
cularly polarized light can be generated by cholesteric liquid 
crystal, according to U.S. Pat. No. 5,796,454, or can be con- 40 

verted from linearly polarized light with a linear polarizer and 
A third objective of this invention is to provide a new 

method, system, apparatus and device for a wide-acceptance
angle circular polarizer with achromatic behavior. a quarter-wave plate, of which the principal optical axes is 45 

degrees with respect to the transmission axis of the linear 
polarizer, according to U.S. Pat. No. 6,788,462 B2 issued to 
Lesniak on Sep. 7, 2004. According to U.S. Pub. No. 2004/ 
0109114Al filed on Jun. 10, 2004, a circularly polarized light 
can also be converted from a linearly polarized light with a 
substrate having a longitudinal direction and the combination 
of a half-wave plate and a quarter-wave plate, where the 
principal optical axes of the half-wave plate and the quarter
wave plate are +30 and -30 degrees with respect to the lon
gitudinal direction of the substrate, respectively. A quarter
wave plate is an optical anisotropic element which induces 
rt/2 phase difference between the orthogonal components of 
the light passing through. A half-wave plate is an optical 
anisotropic element which induces rt phase difference 
between the orthogonal components of the light passing 
through. 

However, when cholesteric liquid crystal is used, the 
induced circularly polarized light sustains blue shift at 
oblique incident angle. Furthermore, the fabrication of cho
lesteric liquid crystal cell is difficult. When the combination 
of a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate or using the 
combination of special substrates having a longitudinal direc
tion and a half-wave plate together with a quarter-wave plate, 
the quarter-wave plate or half-wave plate only induces rri2 or 
rt phase change at normal incident angle. At oblique incident 

A fourth objective of this invention is to provide a new 
method, system, apparatus and device for a wide-acceptance-

45 angle circular polarizer with a large error tolerance in the 
phase retardation of the phase retardation films. 

A fifth objective of this invention is to provide a new 
method, system, apparatus and device for a wide-acceptance
angle circular polarizer with a large error tolerance in the 

50 angles between the absorption axis of the linear polarizer and 
the slow axes of the phase retardation films. 

A sixth objective of this invention is to provide a wide
acceptance-angle circular polarizer at a low cost. 

A first preferred embodiment of the invention is to provide 
55 a structure ofa wide-acceptance angle left-hand or right-hand 

circular polarizer comprising a single linear polarizer produc
ing a linear state of polarization and at least one phase retar
dation film layered with the single linear polarizer. In a first 
embodiment, the at least one phase retardation film includes 

60 at least one uniaxialA-plate phase retardation film and at least 
one uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film. 

In a second embodiment of the invention, the left-hand or 
right-hand circular polarizer includes a linear polarizer and at 
least one biaxial phase retardation film layer with the linear 

65 polarizer. In another example of the circular polarize of the 
second embodiment, at least one phase retardation is layer 
with the linear polarize and the biaxial phase retardation film. 
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Further objectives, features, and advantages of this inven
tion will be apparent from the following detailed descriptions 
of the presently preferred embodiments that are illustrated 
schematically in the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing an example of 
conventional prior art circular polarizer. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing the state of polar- 10 

ization emerging from the circular polarizer illustrated in 
FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 shows an example of the circular polarizer structure 
according to a first embodiment of the present invention. 

15 
FIG. 4a shows the state of polarization emerging from the 

right-handed circular polarizer illustrated in FIG. 3. 
FIG. 4b shows the state of polarization emerging from the 

left-handed circular polarizer illustrated in FIG. 3 
FIG. 5 shows another example of the circular polarizer 20 

structure according to the first embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 6a shows the state of polarization emerging from the 
right-handed circular polarizer illustrated in FIG. 5. 

FIG. 6b shows the state of polarization emerging from the 25 

left-handed circular polarizer illustrated in FIG. 5. 
FIG. 7 shows another example of the circular polarizer 

structure according to the first embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. Sa shows the state of polarization emerging from the 30 

right-handed circular polarizer illustrated in FIG. 7. 
FIG. Sb shows the state of polarization emerging from the 

left-handed circular polarizer illustrated in FIG. 7. 
FIG. 9 shows another example of the circular polarizer 

35 
structure according to the first embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIG. lOa shows the state of polarization emerging from the 
right-handed circular polarizer illustrated in FIG. 9. 

FIG. lOb shows the state of polarization emerging from the 40 
left-handed circular polarizer illustrated in FIG. 9. 

FIG. 11 shows an example of the circular polarizer struc
ture according to a second embodiment of the present inven
tion. 

FIG. 12 shows another example of the circular polarizer 45 

structure of the second embodiment of the present invention. 
FIG. 13 shows another example of the circular polarizer 

structure of the second embodiment of the present invention. 
FIG. 14 shows another example of the circular polarizer 

structure of the second embodiment of the present invention. 50 

FIG. 15 shows another example of the circular polarizer 
structure of the second embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 16 shows yet another example of the circular polarizer 
structure of the second embodiment of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

55 

4 

101 linear polarizer 
102 quarter-wave phase retardation film 
301 linear polarizer 
302 A-plate phase retardation film 
303 C-plate phase retardation film 
501 linear polarizer 
502a A-plate phase retardation film 
502b A-plate phase retardation film 
503 C-plate phase retardation film 
701 linear polarizer 
702a A-plate phase retardation film 
702b A-plate phase retardation film 
702c A-plate phase retardation film 
703a C-plate phase retardation film 
703b C-plate phase retardation film 
901 linear polarizer 
902a A-plate phase retardation film 
902b A-plate phase retardation film 
902c A-plate phase retardation film 
902d A-plate phase retardation film 
902e A-plate phase retardation film 
903a C-plate phase retardation film 
903b C-plate phase retardation film 
903c C-plate phase retardation film 

1101 linear polarizer 
1102 biaxial phase retardation film 
1201 linear polarizer 
1202a biaxial phase retardation film 
1202b biaxial phase retardation film 
1301 linear polarizer 
1302 A-plate phase retardation film 
1303 biaxial phase retardation film 
1401 linear polarizer 
1402 C-plate phase retardation film 
1403 biaxial phase retardation film 
1501 linear polarizer 
1502 A-plate phase retardation film 
1503 C-plate phase retardation film 
1504 biaxial phase retardation film 
1601 linear polarizer 
1602a A-plate phase retardation film 
1602b A-plate phase retardation film 
1603a C-plate phase retardation film 
1603b C-plate phase retardation film 
1604a biaxial phase retardation film 
1604b biaxial phase retardation film 

The method, system apparatus and device of the present 
invention provides a new device structure for producing left
hand or right-hand circular state of polarization over wide
range ofincident angle and all azimuth ofincident plane using 
the combinations of linear polarizer and multi-layer phase 
retardation films. 

The state of polarization can be represented by Stokes 
parameters and plotted on Poincare sphere. FIG. 2 is a plot 
showing the state of polarization emerging from the circular 
polarizer illustrated in FIG. 1. The incident angle is 0°-85° 
and the azimuth of incident plane is 0°-360° with respect to 
the transmission axis of polarizer. Stokes parameters S v S2 , 

S3 are defined as: 

S1~(IE1112-IEJ_l2 )/(IEJ_l 2+1E11 1 2 ), 

S3~(2 ·IE J_l 2 ·1E1i!2-sin <I> )/(IE J_l 2+1E11 1
2
), Before explaining the disclosed embodiments of the 

present invention in detail it is to be understood that the 
invention is not limited in its application to the details of the 
particular arrangements shown since the invention is capable 
of other embodiments. Also, the terminology used herein is 
for the purpose of description and not of limitation. 

60 where E 11 and E _i_ are the parallel and perpendicular compo
nents of the incident electrical field, respectively. cjJ is given 
by: cp=LE _i_ -LE 11 , where LE 11 and LE _i_ are the phases of the 
parallel and perpendicular components of the incident elec-

The following is a list of the reference numbers used in the 65 

drawings and the detailed specification to identify compo-
nents: 

trical field, respectively. 
The circular polarizer of the present invention includes a 

linear polarizer and at least one phase retardation film layer 
with the linear polarizer for achieving a state of polarization 
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that is closer to a left-hand (S3 approximately equal to 1) or 
right-hand circular state of polarization (S3 approximately 
equal to -1) than that of a convention prior art circular polar
izer. 
First Embodiment 

6 
FIG. 5 shows another example of the structure of the wide

acceptance-angle circular polarizer in which a second 
uniaxial A-plate retardation is included. In this example, the 
wide-acceptance-angle circular polarizer includes optical 
components along the propagation direction of the incident 
light, beginning with a polarizing film producing linear state 
of polarization 501, followed by two uniaxial A-plate phase 
retardation films 502a and 502b, and one uniaxial C-plate 
phase retardation film 503. 

The displacements of the uniaxial A-plate phase retarda-
tion films and the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film can 
be in any order along the propagation direction of the incident 
light. FortheuniaxialA-platephase retardation film 502a, the 
slow axis is ±(5°-45°) with respect to the transmission direc-

FIG. 3 shows the structure of wide-acceptance-angle cir
cular polarizer consisting of one uniaxialA-plate phase retar
dation film and one uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film 
according to the first preferred embodiment. A uniaxial 
A-plate phase retardation film is an optical component that is 10 

made ofuniaxial anisotropic media with its optical axis par
allel to the polarizer-retarder surface and a uniaxial C-plate 
phase retardation film is an optical component that is made of 
uniaxial anisotropic media with its optical axis perpendicular 

15 tion of the linear polarizer and the phase retardation satisfies 
condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the uniaxial C-plate 
phase retardation film 503, the phase retardation satisfies 
condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the uniaxial A-plate 
phase retardation film 502b, the slow axis is±( 45°-85°) with 

to the polarizer-retarder surface. 
In an example of the first embodiment shown in FIG. 3, the 

structure comprises optical components along the propaga
tion direction of the incident light, beginning with a polariz
ing film 301 producing linear state of polarization, followed 
by the combination of one uniaxial A-plate phase retardation 
film 302 and one uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film 303. 

The displacements of the uniaxial A-plate phase retarda
tion film 301 and the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film 
3 02 can be in any order along the propagation direction of the 
incident light. For the uniaxial A-plate phase retardation film 
302, the slow axis is approximately ±(30°-60°) with respect 
to the transmission direction of the linear polarizer and the 
phase retardation satisfies condition d·1~1i=±(0.2A.-3.5A.), 

where A is the incident light wavelength. For the uniaxial 
C-plate phase retardation film 303, the phase retardation sat
isfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). In the normal incident 
case, the phase retardation of the uniaxial C-plate phase retar
dation film is zero. 

The emerging state of polarization depends on the phase 
retardation of the uniaxial A-plate phase retardation film and 
the angle between the slow axis of the uniaxial A-plate phase 
retardation film and the transmission axis of polarizer. In the 
oblique incident case, the phase retardation of the uniaxial 
C-plate phase retardation film is nonzero, which reduces the 
difference between the expected circular state of polarization 
and the state of polarization emerging from the uniaxial 
A-plate phase retardation film. 

When the structure in FIG. 3 induces right-handed circular 
state of polarization, the state of polarization emerging from 
the structure is shown in FIG. 4a using Poincare sphere when 
the linear polarizer is modeled as uniaxial absorptive mate
rial, of which the refractive indices ne = 1.5+ix3.251x10-3 and 
n

0 
=l.5+ix2.86xl0-3

. The structure in FIG. 3 may also be 
used to induce a left-handed state of polarization as shown in 
FIG. 4b. For the left-handed circular polarizer, the slow axis 

20 respect to the transmission direction of the linear polarizer 
and the phase retardation satisfies condition d·lln=± 
(0.05A.-3.5A.). In the normal incident case, the phase retarda
tion of the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film is zero. 

The emerging state of polarization depends on the phase 
25 retardations of the uniaxial A-plate phase retardation films 

and the angles between the slow axes of the uniaxial A-plate 
phase retardation films and the transmission axis of polarizer. 
In the oblique incident case, the difference between the 
expected circular state of polarization and the state of polar-

30 ization emerging from the structure is reduced by the phase 
retardations of the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film and 
the two uniaxial A-plate phase retardation films. 

The structure in FIG. 5 can induce right-handed circular 
state of polarization, FIG. 6a shows the state of polarization 

35 emerging from the structure using Poincare sphere when the 
linear polarizer is modeled as a uniaxial absorptive material, 
of which the refractive indices ne=l.5+ix3.251x10-3 and 
n

0 
=1.5+ix2.86xl0-3

. The structure in FIG. 5 is applicable to 
left-hand circular polarizer as FIG. 6b shows. For the left-

40 handed circular polarizer, the slow axis of the uniaxialA-plate 
films is negative of that of the A-plate films in the right
handed circular polarizer in FIG. 5. The incident angle is 
between approximately 0° and approximately 85° and the 
azimuth of incident plane is approximately 0° and approxi-

45 mately 360° with respect to the transmission axis of polarizer. 
The difference between the S3 of the expected circular state of 
polarization and the S3 of the state of polarization emerging 
from the structure is less than 0.008 over the 0° to approxi
mately 85° incident angle and 0° to approximately 360° azi-

50 muth of incident plane. Comparing with the proposed wide
incident-angel circular polarizer shown in FIG. 3, the 
difference between the expected circular state of polarization 
and the produced state of polarization emerging from the 
structure shown in FIG. 5 is further reduced. 

of the uniaxial A-plate films is negative of that of the A-plate 
films in the right-handed circular polarizer shown in FIG. 3. 
The incident angle is between 0°-85° and the azimuth of 
incident plane is between approximately 0° and approxi- 55 

mately 360° with respect to the transmission axis of the polar
izer. The difference between the S3 of the expected circular 
state of polarization and the S3 of the state of polarization 
emerging from the structure is less than 0.05 over 0°-85° 
incident angle and 0°-360° azimuth of incident plane. Com
pared with the state of polarization emerging from conven
tional circular polarizer as shown in FIG. 2, the difference 
between the expected circular state of polarization and the 
produced state of polarization emerging from the structure 
shown in FIG. 3 is greatly reduced. Furthermore, the structure 65 

has the advantages of simple structure, easy fabrication and 
low cost. 

In another example of the first embodiment shown in FIG. 
7, the structure of the wide-acceptance-angle circular polar
izer includes a third uniaxial A-plate phase retardation films 
and a second uniaxial C-plate phase retardation films. The 
structure comprises optical components along the propaga-

60 tion direction of the incident light, beginning with a polariz
ing film 701 producing linear state of polarization, followed 
by three uniaxial A-plate phase retardation films 702a, 702b 
and 702c, and two uniaxial C-plate phase retardation films 
703a and 703b. 

The displacements of the uniaxial A-plate phase retarda
tion films and the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation films can 
be in any order along the propagation direction of the incident 
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light. FortheuniaxialA-platephase retardation film 702a, the 
slow axis is approximately ±(0°-85°) with respect to the 
transmission direction of the linear polarizer and the phase 
retardation satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the 
uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film 703a, the phase retar
dation satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the 
uniaxial A-plate phase retardation film 702b, the slow axis is 
approximately ±(15°-90°) with respect to the transmission 
direction of the linear polarizer and the phase retardation 
satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the uniaxial 10 

C-plate phase retardation film 703b, the phase retardation 
satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the uniaxial 
A-plate phase retardation film 702c, the slow axis is approxi
mately ±(5°-85°) with respect to the transmission direction 

15 
of the linear polarizer and the phase retardation satisfies con
dition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). In the normal incident case, the 
phase retardations of the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation 
films are zero. 

The emerging state of polarization depends on the phase 20 

retardations of the uniaxial A-plate phase retardation films 
and the angles between the slow axes of the uniaxial A-plate 
phase retardation films and the transmission axis of polarizer. 
In the oblique incident case, the difference between the 
expected circular state of polarization and the state of polar- 25 

ization emerging from the structure is reduced by the phase 
retardations of the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film and 
those two uniaxial A-plate phase retardation films. 

If the structure in FIG. 7 induces right-hand circular state of 
polarization, FIG. Sa shows the state of polarization emerging 30 

from the structure using Poincare sphere when the linear 
polarizer is modeled as a uniaxial absorptive material, of 
which the refractive indices ne=l.5+ix3.251x10-3 and 
n

0 
=l.5+ix2.86xl0-3

. The structure in FIG. 7 is also appli
cable to left-hand circular polarizer as shown in FIG. Sb. The 35 

incident angle is between approximately 0° and approxi
mately 85° and the azimuth of incident plane is between 
approximately 0° and approximately 360° with respect to the 
transmission axis of the polarizer. The difference between the 
S3 of the expected circular state of polarization and the S3 of 40 

the state of polarization emerging from the structure is less 
than 0.001 over the approximately 0° and approximately 85° 
incident angle and approximately 0° and approximately 360° 
azimuth ofincident plane. Compared with the proposed wide
acceptance-angel circular polarizers shown in FIG. 3 and 45 

FIG. 5, the difference between the expected circular state of 
polarization and the produced state of polarization emerging 
from the structure shown in FIG. 7 is further reduced. 

In another example of the first embodiment shown in FIG. 
9, the structure of the wide-acceptance-angle circular polar- 50 

izer includes five uniaxial A-plate phase retardation films and 
three uniaxial C-plate phase retardation films. The structure 
comprises optical components along the propagation direc
tion of the incident light, beginning with a polarizing film 901 
producing linear state of polarization, followed by five 55 

uniaxial A-plate phase retardation films 902a, 902b, 902c, 
902d and 902e, and three uniaxial C-plate phase retardation 
films 903a, 903b and 903c. 

The displacements of the uniaxial A-plate phase retarda
tion films and the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation films can 60 

be in any order along the propagation direction of the incident 
light. For the uniaxial A-plate phase retardation films 902a, 
902b, 902c, 902c, and 902e, the slow axis is ±(0°-89°) with 
respect to the transmission direction of the linear polarizer 
and the phase retardation satisfies condition d·lln=± 65 

(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation films 
903a, 903b and 903c, the phase retardation satisfies condition 

8 
d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). In the normal incident case, the phase 
retardations of the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation films are 
zero. 

The emerging state of polarization depends on the phase 
retardations of the uniaxial A-plate phase retardation films 
and the angles between the slow axes of the uniaxial A-plate 
phase retardation films and the transmission axis of polarizer. 
In the oblique incident case, the difference between the 
expected circular state of polarization and the state of polar
ization emerging from the structure is reduced by the phase 
retardations of the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film and 
those two uniaxial A-plate phase retardation films. 

If the structure in FIG. 9 induces right-hand circular state of 
polarization, the FIG. lOa shows the maximum S3 of the state 
of polarization emerging from the structure over 0°-85° inci
dent angles and 0°-360° azimuth of incident plane when the 
linear polarizer is modeled as uniaxial absorptive material, of 
which the refractive indices ne=l.5+ix3.251x10-3 and 
n

0 
=1.5+ix2.86xl0-3

. The structure in FIG. 9 is applicable to 
left-hand circular polarizer as FIG. lOb shows. For the left
handed circular polarizer, the slow axis of the uniaxialA-plate 
films is negative of that of the A-plate films in the right
handed circular polarizer in FIG. 9. The incident angle is 
between approximately 0° and approximately 85° and the 
azimuth of incident plane is between approximately 0° and 
approximately 360° with respect to the transmission axis of 
the polarizer. The difference between the S3 of the expected 
circular state of polarization and the S3 of the state of polar
ization emerging from the structure is less than 0.005 over the 
approximately 0° and approximately 85° incident angle and 
approximately 0° and approximately 360° azimuth of inci
dent plane between the 450 nm -650 nm spectrum of the 
incident light. The produced state of polarization emerging 
from the structure shown in FIG. 9 is achromatic. 
Second Embodiment 

The structure of the wide-acceptance-angle circular polar
izer of the second embodiment is shown in FIG. 11 with one 
biaxial phase retardation film. Biaxial phase retardation film 
is an optical component that is made of biaxial anisotropic 
media with its optical axis either parallel to or perpendicular 
to the polarizer-retarder surface. The structure comprises 
optical components along the propagation direction of light, 
beginning with a polarizing film 1101 producing linear state 
of polarization, followed by one biaxial phase retardation film 
1102, of which the slow axis on the plane parallel to the 
polarizer-retarder surface is ±(30°-60°) with respect to the 
transmission direction of the linear polarizer. For the biaxial 
phase retardation film, the phase retardation on the plane 
parallel to the polarizer-retarder surface satisfies condition 
d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.), and the phase retardation perpendicu
larto the polarizer-retarder surface satisfies condition d·lln=± 
(0.05A.-3.5A.). In the normal incident case, for the biaxial 
phase retardation film, the phase retardation perpendicular to 
the polarizer-retarder surface is zero. 

In this example, the emerging state of polarization depends 
on the phase retardation parallel to the polarizer-retarder sur
face and the angle between the slow axis of the biaxial phase 
retardation film and the transmission axis of polarizer. In this 
example, the emerging state of polarization is almost circular. 
In the oblique incident case, the difference between the 
expected circular state of polarization and the state of polar
ization emerging from the structure is reduced by the phase 
retardation of the biaxial phase retardation film. 

Therefore, over wide-acceptance angles, the difference 
between the S3 of the expected circular state of polarization 
and the S3 of the state of polarization emerging from the 
structure is much smaller than that of a conventional circular 
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polarizer. At the same time, the structure shown in FIG. 11 has 
the advantages of simple structure, easy fabrication and low 
cost. 

FIG.12 shows another example of the second embodiment, 
wherein the structure of the wide-acceptance-angle circular 
polarizer includes more than one biaxial phase retardation 
film. As shown, the structure includes optical components 
along the propagation direction of light, beginning with a 
polarizing film 1201 producing linear state of polarization, 
followed by two biaxial phase retardation films 1202a and 
1202b. 

For the biaxial phase retardation film 1202a, the slow axis 
on the plane parallel to the polarizer-retarder surface is 
approximately ±(5°-75°) with respect to the transmission 
direction of the linear polarizer, the phase retardation on the 
plane parallel to the polarizer-retarder surface satisfies con
dition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.), and the phase retardation per
pendicularto the polarizer-retarder surface satisfies condition 
d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the biaxial phase retardation film 
1202b, the slow axis on the plane parallel to the polarizer
retarder surface is approximately ±(25°-85°) with respect to 
the transmission direction of the linear polarizer, the phase 
retardation on the plane parallel to the polarizer-retarder sur
face satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.), and the phase 
retardation perpendicular to the polarizer-retarder surface 
satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). In the normal inci
dent case, for the biaxial phase retardation films, the phase 
retardations perpendicular to the polarizer-retarder surface 
are zero. 

The emerging state of polarization depends on the phase 
retardations parallel to the polarizer-retarder surface and the 
angles between the slow axes of the biaxial phase retardation 
films and the transmission axis of polarizer. In this example, 
the emerging state of polarization is almost circular. In the 
oblique incident case, the difference between the expected 
circular state of polarization and the state of polarization 
emerging from the structure is reduced by the phase retarda
tions of the biaxial phase retardation films. Therefore, over 
wide-incident angles, the difference between the S3 of the 
expected circular state of polarization and the S3 of the state of 
polarization emerging from the structure is much smaller than 
that of a conventional circular polarizer. 

FIG. 13 shows another example of the wide-acceptance
angle circular polarizer according to the second embodiment. 
In this example, the structures of the wide-acceptance-angle 
circular polarizer consisting of one biaxial phase retardation 
film and one uniaxial A-plate phase retardation film. The 
structure shown in FIG. 13 is comprises optical components 
along the propagation direction of light, beginning with a 
polarizing film 1301 producing linear state of polarization, 
followed by one uniaxial A-plate phase retardation film 1302 
and one biaxial phase retardation film 1303. 

The displacements of the uniaxial A-plate phase retarda
tion film and the biaxial phase retardation film can be in any 
order along the propagation direction of the incident light. For 
the uniaxia!A-plate phase retardation film 1302, the slow axis 

10 
ma! incident case, for the biaxial phase retardation film, the 
phase retardation perpendicular to the polarizer-retarder sur
face is zero. 

The emerging state of polarization is almost circular. In the 
oblique incident case, the difference between the expected 
circular state of polarization and the state of polarization 
emerging from the structure is reduced by the phase retarda
tions of the uniaxial A-plate phase retardation film and the 
biaxial phase retardation film. Therefore, over wide-accep-

10 tance angles, the difference between the S3 of the expected 
circular state of polarization and the S3 of the state of polar
ization emerging from the structure is much smaller than that 
of a conventional circular polarizer. 

FIG. 14 shows another example of the structures of the 
15 wide-acceptance-angle circular polarizer consisting of one 

biaxial phase retardation film and one uniaxial C-plate phase 
retardation film. The structure shown in FIG. 14 comprise 
optical components along the propagation direction of light, 
beginning with a polarizing film 1401 producing linear state 

20 of polarization, followed by one uniaxial C-plate phase retar
dation film 1402 and one biaxial phase retardation film 1403. 

The displacements of the uniaxial C-plate phase retarda
tion film and the biaxial phase retardation film can be in any 
order along the propagation direction of the incident light. For 

25 the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film 1402, the phase 
retardation satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the 
biaxial phase retardation film 1403, the slow axis on the plane 
parallel to the polarizer-retarder surface is ±(5°-85°) with 
respect to the transmission direction of the linear polarizer, 

30 the phase retardation on the plane parallel to the polarizer
retarder surface satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.), and 
the phase retardation perpendicular to the polarizer-retarder 
surface satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). In the nor
mal incident case, for the biaxial phase retardation film and 

35 the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film, the phase retarda
tions perpendicular to the polarizer-retarder surface are zero. 

The emerging state of polarization in this example is 
almost circular. In the oblique incident case, the difference 
between the expected circular state of polarization and the 

40 state of polarization emerging from the structure is reduced 
by the phase retardations of the uniaxial C-plate phase retar
dation film and the biaxial phase retardation film. Therefore, 
over wide-acceptance angles, the difference between the S3 of 
the expected circular state of polarization and the S3 of the 

45 state of polarization emerging from the structure is much 
smaller than that of a conventional circular polarizer. 

FIG. 15 shows the structures of the proposed wide-accep
tance-angle circular polarizer includes of one biaxial phase 
retardation film, one uniaxial A-plate phase retardation film 

50 and one uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film. The struc
tures shown in FIG. 15 consist of optical components along 
the propagation direction oflight, beginning with a polarizing 
film 1501 producing linear state of polarization, followed by 
one uni axial A-plate phase retardation film 1502, one uniaxial 

55 C-plate phase retardation film 1503, and one biaxial phase 
retardation film 1504. 

is approximately ±(5°-85°) with respect to the transmission 
direction of the linear polarizer and the phase retardation 
satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the biaxial phase 60 

retardation film 1303, the slow axis on the plane parallel to the 
polarizer-retarder surface is approximately ±(5°-85°) with 
respect to the transmission direction of the linear polarizer, 
the phase retardation on the plane parallel to the polarizer
retarder surface satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.), and 65 

the phase retardation perpendicular to the polarizer-retarder 
surface satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). In the nor-

The displacements of the uniaxial A-plate phase retarda
tion film, the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film, and the 
biaxial phase retardation film can be in any order along the 
propagation direction of the incident light. For the uniaxial 
A-plate phase retardation film 1502, the slow axis is approxi
mately ±(5°-75°) with respect to the transmission direction 
of the linear polarizer and the phase retardation satisfies con
dition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the uniaxial C-plate phase 
retardation film 1503, the phase retardation satisfies condi
tion d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the biaxial phase retardation 
film 1504, the slow axis on the plane parallel to the polarizer-
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retarder surface is approximately ±(25°-85°) with respect to 
the transmission direction of the linear polarizer, the phase 
retardation on the plane parallel to the polarizer-retarder sur
face satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.), and the phase 
retardation perpendicular to the polarizer-retarder surface 
satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). In the normal inci
dent case, for the biaxial phase retardation film and the 
uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film, the phase retardations 
perpendicular to the polarizer-retarder surface are zero. 

12 
larto the polarizer-retarder surface satisfies condition d·lln=± 
(0.05A.-3.5A.). In the normal incident case, for the biaxial 
phase retardation films and the uniaxial C-plate phase retar
dation films, the phase retardations perpendicular to the 
polarizer-retarder surface are zero. 

Again, the emerging state of polarization is approximately 
circular. In the oblique incident case, the difference between 
the expected circular state of polarization and the state of 
polarization emerging from the structure is reduced by the 
phase retardations of the uniaxial A-plate phase retardation 
films, the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation films, and the 
biaxial phase retardation films. Therefore, over wide-accep
tance angles, the difference between the S3 of the expected 
circular state of polarization and the S3 of the state of polar
ization emerging from the structure is much smaller than that 
of conventional circular polarizer. 

While the invention has been described, disclosed, illus
trated and shown in various terms of certain embodiments or 
modifications which it has presumed in practice, the scope of 

As in the previous example, the emerging state of polar- 10 

ization is almost circular. In the oblique incident case, the 
difference between the expected circular state of polarization 
and the state of polarization emerging from the structure is 
reduced by the phase retardations of the uniaxial A-plate 
phase retardation film, the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation 15 

film, and the biaxial phase retardation film. Therefore, over 
wide-acceptance angles, the difference between the S3 of the 
expected circular state of polarization and the S3 of the state of 
polarization emerging from the structure is much smaller than 
that of a conventional circular polarizer. 

FIG. 16 shows the structure a yet another example of the 
wide-acceptance-angle circular polarizer according to the 
second embodiment. In this example, wide-acceptance-angle 
circular polarizer includes a combination of more than one 
biaxial phase retardation films, more than one uniaxial 25 

A-plate phase retardation films and more than one uniaxial 
C-plate phase retardation films. The structure shown in FIG. 

20 the invention is not intended to be, nor should it be deemed to 
be, limited thereby and such other modifications or embodi
ments as may be suggested by the teachings herein are par
ticularly reserved especially as they fall within the breadth 

16 consists of optical components along the propagation 
direction of light, beginning with a polarizing film 1601 pro
ducing linear state of polarization, followed by two uniaxial 30 

A-plate phase retardation films 1602a and 1602b, two 
uniaxial C-plate phase retardation films 1603a and 1603b, 
and two biaxial phase retardation films 1604a and 1604b. 

The displacements of the uniaxial A-plate phase retarda
tion films, the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation films, and 35 

the biaxial phase retardation films can be in any order along 
the propagation direction of the incident light. For the 
uniaxialA-plate phase retardation film 1602a, the slow axis is 
±(0.1°-89.9°) with respect to the transmission direction of 
the linear polarizer and the phase retardation satisfies condi- 40 

tion d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the uniaxial C-plate phase 
1603a, the phase retardation satisfies condition d·lln=± 
(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the biaxial phase retardation film 1604a, 
the slow axis on the plane parallel to the polarizer-retarder 
surface is ±(0.1°-89.9°) with respect to the transmission 45 

direction of the linear polarizer, the phase retardation on the 
plane parallel to the polarizer-retarder surface satisfies con
dition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.), and the phase retardation per
pendicularto the polarizer-retarder surface satisfies condition 
d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). For the uniaxial A-plate phase retarda- 50 

tionfilm 1602b, the slow axis is ±(0.1°-89.9°) with respect to 
the transmission direction of the linear polarizer and the 
phase retardation satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). 
For the uniaxial C-plate phase retardation film 1603b, the 
phase retardation satisfies condition d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.). 55 

For the biaxial phase retardation film 1604b, the slow axis on 
the plane parallel to the polarizer-retarder surface is approxi
mately ±(0.1°-89.9°) with respect to the transmission direc
tion of the linear polarizer, the phase retardation on the plane 
parallel to the polarizer-retarder surface satisfies condition 60 

d·lln=±(0.05A.-3.5A.), and the phase retardation perpendicu-

and scope of the claims here appended. 
We claim: 
1. A circular polarizer consisting of: one single linear 

polarizer producing a linear state of polarization; and two 
biaxial phase retardation films adjacent to the one single 
linear polarizer forming the circular polarizer, the circular 
polarizer not including a liquid crystal material, wherein said 
at least one biaxial phase retardation film adjacent to the one 
single linear polarizer comprises: a slow axis on the plane 
parallel to a polarizer-retarder surface of said at least one 
biaxial phase retardation film between one of approximately 
+0.1° to approximately +2.1° and approximately -0.1° to 
approximately -2.1° with respect to the transmission direc
tion of the said linear polarizer; and a phase retardation on the 
plane parallel to the polarizer-retarder surface of approxi
mately d·lln=±(0.47A.-0.49A.); and a phase retardation on the 
plane perpendicular to the polarizer-retarder surface of 
approximately d·lln=±(0.35A.-0.37A.) where A is the wave 
length of incident light. 

2. A circular polarizer consisting of: one single linear 
polarizer producing a linear state of polarization; and two 
biaxial phase retardation films adjacent to the one single 
linear polarizer forming the circular polarizer, the circular 
polarizer not including a liquid crystal material, wherein said 
at least one biaxial phase retardation film away from the one 
single linear polarizer comprises: a slow axis on the plane 
parallel to a polarizer-retarder surface of said at least one 
biaxial phase retardation film between one of approximately 
+45 .1 ° to approximately +4 7 .1 ° and approximately -45 .1 ° to 
approximately -4 7 .1 ° with respect to the transmission direc
tion of the said linear polarizer; and a phase retardation on the 
plane parallel to the polarizer-retarder surface of approxi
mately d·lln=±(0.241A.-0.248A.); and a phase retardation on 
the plane perpendicular to the polarizer-retarder surface of 
approximately d·lln=±(0.126A.-0.139A.) where A, is the wave 
length of incident light. 

* * * * * 
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